
Requirements for eduroam Growth 

1 Overview 
Internet2® has recently engaged with stakeholders within the US research and education 
community to gather forward-looking requirements for the continued growth of the US 
eduroam® service. This initiative was motivated primarily by the significant growth anticipated 
as more higher education and research institutions continue to adopt the service, and as new 
communities, such as K-12 schools, libraries and museums, become new users. A further 
motivation was the need to evolve the service as it becomes embedded nationally as a 
pervasive and critical component of its subscribers’ network access provision. This document 
summarizes those requirements as they are currently understood. 

1.1 Support for New Communities 
The eduroam service was originally created and adopted by larger higher education institutions 
with the capacity to implement (and sometimes innovate) new internet technologies. These 
organizations were able to install, configure, and maintain the RADIUS infrastructure and 
associated technologies needed for eduroam participation. In many cases, they were already 
using RADIUS for other applications, and they were well-positioned to add eduroam to their 
portfolio of RADIUS applications. 

However, these organizations are not fully representative of the country’s diverse research and 
education landscape. There are a significant number of potential users, dispersed across a 
multitude of smaller colleges, research facilities, K-12 schools, libraries, and museums, who are 
entitled to use eduroam and could benefit from it. However, these organizations often lack the 
resources to deploy the service as larger universities do. Access to eduroam would be a great 
benefit for these organizations and their end users, and existing eduroam subscribers would 
also benefit from eduroam being more widely available.  Therefore, there is a need for new 
business models and technical options to facilitate the adoption of eduroam by these new 
constituencies. 
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1.2 The Capacity to Enable Significant Future Growth 
New business models and deployment options could facilitate greater adoption of eduroam by 
making more suitable business models and technical options available to new communities. The 
availability and use of these new options will require the development of new and enhanced 
tools and infrastructure.  

To support the anticipated growth of eduroam, the service may need to scale beyond its current 
limits, both in terms of the number of connected organizations and the volume of requests. The 
expanding pervasiveness and importance of eduroam for network access provision requires that 
the underlying technical infrastructure can support this growth seamlessly, reliably, and 
securely. 

2 eduroam Subscriber Requirements 
As previously discussed, we anticipate a larger and more diverse set of eduroam subscribers in 
the future. While existing eduroam subscribers will continue to have their current requirements, 
the service’s expansion into new communities will naturally precipitate new and expanded 
requirements. 

It is anticipated that eduroam subscribers will have the following high-level requirements: 

● Maintain interoperability with the existing service for existing subscribers (ideally without
any reconfiguration);
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● ensure compatibility with the products used within existing eduroam deployments;
● continue to have the option to add eduroam support to existing RADIUS servers that

may already be supporting other RADIUS applications, such as VPN authentication;
● be able to license eduroam from a provider that understands the business and technical

needs of their particular constituency and is well-suited to support their deployment;
● be able to align eduroam deployment with each subscribers’s preferred IT consumption

and delivery models (for example, their cloud orientation and IT capacity);
● simplify the provisioning of end user devices, irrespective of whether those are managed

by the organization or the end user;
● use multiple techniques such as documentation and community training to learn about

how to configure and support their chosen eduroam deployment model and implement
best practices;

● provide feedback on the service as a whole to help guide the evolution of eduroam in US
for those that use it ;

● access monthly service reports equivalent to the service’s existing reports; and
● benchmark the performance of the service against defined service levels.

2.1 New Deployment Models 
As mentioned above, in order to support a more diverse set of subscribers, eduroam will need 
to support a range of deployment options.  We will need to support organizations that are 
prepared to fully out-source their provision to a third-party, as well as those that would prefer an 
in-house model. 

This section describes several eduroam deployment options that could be developed. It also 
offers some suggestions as to which options might be preferred by different types of eduroam 
subscribers. These options are classified on the basis of their degree of cloud orientation and 
level of IT capacity, as illustrated in the diagram below.  It may or may not be necessary or 
advisable to deliver all of these options, and further work will be done to develop a roadmap for 
the development of an initial set of options that will be most beneficial to potential eduroam 
subscribers. 
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2.1.1 Locally Installed and Managed 
Today the majority of eduroam subscribers install, operate and manage their own RADIUS 
infrastructure. A wide range of RADIUS products are currently in use, including FreeRADIUS 
(with or without Clearpass®), Microsoft Network Policy Server (NPS)®, Cisco Identity Services 
Engine (ISE)®, and others. In many cases, eduroam subscribers have repurposed existing 
RADIUS servers (previously used for other purposes, such as VPN authentication) for eduroam. 
It is important that the eduroam service continues to support these existing deployments. 

It may be possible to simplify the deployment of eduroam at organizations with existing RADIUS 
solutions by creating configuration files or stanzas generated from subscriber-provided 
information. This might reduce the level of resource and expertise needed by the eduroam 
subscriber to install and manage their RADIUS solution. These configurations could correspond 
to some or all of the remaining deployment options described below (‘northbound configuration’ 
through to ‘full configuration’), depending on need. 

2.1.2 Docker Installation with Northbound Configuration 
As a first step towards providing more easily installed and managed solutions for eduroam 
subscribers, we could generate a Docker® installation of FreeRADIUS pre-configured with the 
necessary ‘northbound (NB)’ RADIUS information (such as the IP address and credentials to 
access Internet2’s RADIUS proxy infrastructure).  

While this would alleviate the task of installing and configuring a RADIUS solution, an eduroam 
subscriber would still be required to install Docker, install the Docker eduroam package, and 
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configure the image with organization-specific configuration. This configuration would include 
their wireless access controllers, their identity store, and local authorization policies. They would 
also need to configure their wireless access controllers to use the Docker image as their 
RADIUS server. 

The eduroam subscriber would also manage their own solution, performing system upgrades 
when Internet2 updates the Docker package, and re-configuring the server after each update.. 
Additionally, in the case where the freeradius configuration requirements have changed (for 
example, a new major revision of the software), the eduroam subscriber would need to update 
their organization-specific configuration accordingly. 

Note that a third-party management solution, such as ClearPass, could be used to manage the 
Docker package configuration. This could reduce the complexity of managing the 
organization-specific configuration. 

2.1.3 Fully-configured Docker Installation 
Building on the ‘northbound’ configuration option, a fully-configured Docker package could be 
generated using a portal that gathers the organization-specific information needed to construct a 
complete RADIUS installation. The organization-specific information would be maintained on the 
portal, and a Docker image containing a full set of configuration files could be generated using 
that information.  The organization’s information could then be reflected in each new version of 
the Docker image, without the need for the Subscriber to reconfigure each new version.  

Note that, while this option is described as “fully-configured”, it is important to recognize that it 
might not function as a general purpose RADIUS solution; it might or might not be sufficient to 
meet the needs of non-eduroam RADIUS applications. 

2.1.4 Self-Managed Service on Cloud or Private Hosting 
An eduroam subscriber could operate either of the previously-described Docker deployments on 
private infrastructure or a public cloud. The configuration and management of the solutions 
would be largely the same. Running redundant servers both locally and in the cloud could be an 
appropriate solution for organizations that want resilience in the event of a failure of the 
organization’s internet connection, permitting both local and roaming end users to authenticate. 

2.1.5 Managed eduroam Service 
Continuing to build on the self-managed options described above, eduroam could be offered  as 
a fully-managed service. In this case, the RADIUS infrastructure would be installed and 
operated by a third-party (such as Internet2 or a CRO) on behalf of the eduroam subscriber. 
The eduroam subscriber organization would only be responsible for providing their 
organization-specific information, access to their identity store, and a Virtual Private Network 
endpoint on their network. This endpoint could either be configured by the eduroam Subscriber, 
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or provided as a pre-configured image from an eduroam portal.  A managed eduroam service 
might be provided via a cloud service or via a multi-tenant RADIUS instance. 

2.1.6 Table of eduroam Subscriber Responsibilities 

2.2 Integration with Identity Stores 
To appeal to a wider set of potential eduroam subscribers, our eduroam solutions will need to 
interface with the identity stores currently in use by those organizations.  Today, most eduroam 
subscribers hold their identities in LDAP-enabled stores, and eduroam RADIUS servers access 
those identity stores using LDAP/LDAPS.  However, other organizations may use Microsoft 
Active Directory (AD), Microsoft Azure AD or other commercial products and may not have 
LDAP available. There are also a growing number of institutions that piggy-back on social 
networking identifiers (such as Google accounts), allowing social networking providers to handle 
user account management and authentication.  Social networking identifiers are internally linked 
to known individuals and privilege levels, with authorization and user-specific policy handled 
locally. 
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Store 
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Install 

VPN 
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Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

Docker with 
NB Config 

Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

Self-Service 
Cloud (NB 
Config) 

No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Docker with 
Full Config 

Yes Yes No No No No No Yes No No Yes 

Self-Service 
Cloud (Full 
Config) 

No Yes No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Managed 
eduroam 
Service 

No No No No No No No Yes Yes No No 
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2.3 End-user Provisioning 
One of the major issues for eduroam today, even in larger universities, is the complexity of 
configuring end-user devices to access the service. Managing this complexity can result in 
significant costs to provide support or documentation for eduroam end users. Lack of sufficient 
end-user support can act as a barrier to the use of eduroam. 

Subscriber’s are also facing a new challenge, as they move towards eduroam as the only SSID 
on campus:  how to allow ‘guest’ user access while giving greater privileges to local users and 
selected visitors.  This can complicate eduroam policy configuration.  It also underscores the 
need to simplify provisioning for end-user devices, as all guests will use eduroam for network 
access. 

Currently, the most compelling end-user device provisioning solution for eduroam is the 
eduroam Configuration Assistance Tool (CAT). CAT is a web-based service that provides end 
users with a configuration file that is tailored to their device and organization. Organizations 
must register organization-specific information before their end users can benefit from the 
service; but, once that is achieved, their end users can download the configuration files they 
need directly from CAT. 

CAT was developed by GÉANT®, and they operate a service instance intended primarily (but 
not exclusively) for their EU constituency. While the same instance could also be used by US 
eduroam subscribers, it might be more appropriate for Internet2 to offer its own US instance, 
because it is important for organizations and end users to have a high-level of trust in the 
source of these security-sensitive configurations.  

The use of CAT also offers other potential synergies. For example, the same portal used to 
create pre-configured Docker images or managed services could automatically register each 
eduroam subscriber with CAT. CAT could be operated as a service provider within InCommon®, 
giving InCommon member organizations the option to log end-user access. It might even be 
possible for Docker images or Managed Services to include a web server with a page of 
downloadable organization-specific configuration files that could be pointed to by a captive 
portal or referenced by online documentation. 

2.4 Security Requirements 
At its core, eduroam is a security service providing authenticated network access.  Care should 
be taken, when expanding our business and technical models, not to undermine the integrity of 
eduroam authentication.  

There are also a number of additional security concerns raised by new eduroam constituencies 
and deployment models: 
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● The organization-specific information needed to build pre-configured images may be
private  or security-sensitive and will need to be protected from unauthorized access;

● depending on the RADIUS methods in use, information transferred between wireless
access controllers and their “local” RADIUS server may expose private information or
information that could be used for cross-site tracking of individuals, so solutions that
involve running the RADIUS server in the cloud or at a remote site should ensure that
“local” RADIUS requests are never sent over an unencrypted channel;

● end users should be made aware of who can track their whereabouts and network
activity when they are using eduroam for network access, and any information collected
about the location and network activity of individual end-users should be properly
protected;

● end users should be informed of what organizations will have access to their personal
information, location and/or network activity while they are using eduroam; and

● providing eduroam access to minors (K-12 users) may have security requirements
specific to individual jurisdictions, and a combination of eduroam policies and technical
solutions should ensure that those requirements can be met.

2.5 Development Project Methodology 
Any new code and artifacts should be developed in accordance with current InCommon Trusted 
Access Platform development practices, which have been well-received by the community. 
These include: 

● An open distributed development environment, featuring:
○ a modern, distributed revision control system (e.g. git) hosted on a a publicly

accessible platform (e.g. GitHub); and
○ container images on a publicly accessible platform (e.g. DockerHub):

● a Continuous Integration/Continuous Test platform, including an automated regression
test suite;

● a Staging & Regression Testing Framework, featuring:
○ multi-stage rollout for the introduction of new features, and
○ a largely automated modify/build/test/deploy process; and

● a strong preference for open source solutions.

These requirements ensure that the community will have full access to the code, allowing 
community control and the opportunity for code reuse. 

3 Support Organization Requirements 
Internet2 has introduced the concept of eduroam Support Organizations who are responsible for 
supporting the business and technical needs of emerging eduroam communities. Support 
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Organizations are regional or specialist organizations that facilitate the roll-out of eduroam to 
new communities by providing various levels of service to their constituencies. These might 
include: 

● Facilitating the business and administrative tasks that organizations need to subscribe to
the eduroam service;

● providing technical support for the roll-out of eduroam within their constituencies; and
● in some instances, serving as a Community Roaming Operator by operating RADIUS

infrastructure for the benefit of their eduroam subscribers.

It is anticipated that Support Organizations will have several requirements of the eduroam 
service. These might include: 

● Support for different Support Organization business models and roles;
● support for different models of RADIUS infrastructure deployment:

○ Internet2 may provide RADIUS infrastructure directly to the Support
Organization’s eduroam subscribers, or

○ a Support Organization, when acting as a Community Roaming Operator, would
need to provide Internet2 with the usage data needed for national-level reporting
and monitoring (e.g., F-Ticks);

● access to tools and information needed to support eduroam subscribers (e.g., monitoring
information, logs, and configuration); and

● channels to escalate issues to Internet2, as needed.

4 National Roaming Operator Requirements 
As an eduroam National Roaming Operator, Internet2’s main priority is to continue offering a 
professionally-operated eduroam service that meets the GeGC Compliance Statement and is 
fully compatible with the eduroam deployments served by Internet2 today. 

4.1 Scalability 
The eduroam service infrastructure may need updating to handle the anticipated growth of the 
eduroam service. The scalability of the current infrastructure should be assessed along three 
axes: 

● The anticipated number of realms and routes in the US eduroam system;
● the projected request load (overall and at peak times) for the anticipated number of end

users; and
● the ability for the management and monitoring services to serve Support Organizations

as well as a larger number of eduroam subscribers.
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4.2 Reporting 
The reports currently generated for eduroam subscribers have been very well-received by the 
community, and it is a requirement that eduroam continues to support the ability to generate 
those reports (or equivalent) in the future.  

4.3 Reliability and Performance 
The eduroam service should remain at least as reliable and performant as the current eduroam 
service. The reliability of the service should be measured in terms of the number of 
authentication requests that receive a response at typical and peak usage levels. Similarly the 
performance of the service should be measured in terms of latency at typical and peak volumes. 
This information can then be used to track the service’s reliability and performance over time. 

4.4 Ability to backstop a Support Organization 
Internet2 is ultimately responsible for the quality of the eduroam service. The reputation of 
Internet2 and the success of eduroam depend on the service being consistently reliable and 
available. Therefore, any enhancements or extensions to the eduroam service should be 
designed so that Internet2 can backstop any Support Organization that is unable to provide an 
adequate level of service towards its eduroam subscribers. 

Internet2 and InCommon are registered trademarks of Internet2 and the InCommon LLC; eduroam is a registered 
trademark of the GÉANT Association; GÉANT is a registered trademark of Delivery of Advanced Network Technology 
to Europe Limited; Clearpass is a trademark of Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP; Microsoft NPS is a 
registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation; Cisco ISE is a registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc.; and 
Docker is a registered trademark of Docker, Inc. 
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